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ABSTRACT Traditional voting systems mainly comprise of paper polling, electronic ballot system (EVM),
mechanical devices, etc., and demand the physical presence of the voters. In the new age of digitization,
the electronic voting system has come up with a unique facility to cast votes from any discreet place.
However, the e-voting system has to face several challenges regarding security and privacy. To overcome
such obstructions, blockchain is introduced in e-voting applications that preserve anonymity, security,
and consistency of voter-related information with the help of Merkle tree and hash digest. Hence, any
discrepancy can immediately be detected whenever the hash values of the respective block have been
modified and consequently, the whole block is discarded. In this research, a novel e-voting scheme is
proposed following the decentralized service-oriented architecture of Exonum private blockchain, hybrid
consensus algorithm, and Elliptic Curve Diffie-Helmen (ECDH) protocol to agree upon a secure session
key among different participants. Moreover, the proposed scheme (ECC-EXONUM-eVOTING) employs
a zero-knowledge protocol and is customized to work over idemix technologies with a blind signature
scheme. Numerous well-known cryptographic attacks are analyzed formally using the probabilistic random
oracle model and informally for validating the security strength of ECC-EXONUM-eVOTING. As a result,
it is found that the proposed scheme is well-defended against all potential security concerns. Furthermore,
the scheme is simulated using both Automated Validation of Internet Security Protocols and Applications
(AVISPA) and Scyther tools to demonstrate the proposed scheme is not prone to any security attacks.
Finally, it is concluded that the proposed scheme is well-suited for secure e-voting applications.

INDEX TERMS Distributed ledger technology (DLT), elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem (ECDLP),
practical Byzantine fault tolerant (PBFT).

I. INTRODUCTION

BLOCKCHAIN technology was first invented and used
as a peer-to-peer payment system using Bitcoin by

Mr. Satoshi Nakamoto in 2008 [1], [2]. Then, it this
concept is incorporated into various applications such as

digital voting, health care applications, e-voting systems,
etc. [2], [3], [4]. Fundamentally, blockchain is a type of
Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) that follows a decen-
tralized, permissionless, distributed ledger for a public
blockchain and a permission-integrated, decentralized, or
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distributed ledger for private blockchain applications [3], [4].
In blockchain, information is shared among the contributory
nodes described as peers. Each transaction is confirmed
by a consensus mechanism, a technique that is supported
by the majority of the peer nodes [5], [6], [7], [8], [9].
However, the distributed architecture expresses some restric-
tions imposed by the peer nodes, and any changes committed
by a single node must be conveyed to all other nodes in
the blockchain network on an urgent basis. Peer nodes are
solely responsible for adding a new block to the chain
and validating the block. After successful validation, if the
majority of the nodes agree to add the block, then only
the respective block is added to the blockchain. Hence, the
peer nodes acquire the entire liability to make any decision
regarding the alteration or modification of the blockchain
rather than using any third-party centralized system [9].
Depending upon the maintenance and working functionality
of the blockchain, the consensus mechanism is divided
into– (i) competitive and (ii) non-competitive consensus.
In competitive consensus, only one consensus algorithm is
accepted by all the nodes in the network and participating
nodes must obey the identical consensus rule to maintain
an agreement. Various competitive consensus algorithms are
- Proof–of–Work (PoW), Proof–of–Stake (PoS), Delegated–
Stake (DPoS), etc. However, a competitive consensus system
faces double voting or double payment problems for the
same block. It also incurs uncertainty and performance
issues [9]. On the other hand, the non-competitive consensus
peer agreement and policy are changed based on time but
it works in a trusted environment. So, all the peer nodes
can confirm and reply instantly to the agreement. Various
non-competitive consensus algorithms include Paxos, Raft
Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PFBT), etc. However,
the problem of uncertainty and performance issues of a
competitive consensus system can be solved using the PFBT
consensus algorithm [9], [11].
The e-voting is an electronic voting system where the

voters are allowed to cast their votes electronically through
a secret ballot mechanism from any remote place, and
the voting result is tabulated electronically. On the other
hand, the cast votes are stored in the database or ledger
so that the result can be recounted as per the situation
demands and avoid hazards such as the queue for the voting
process, the illegal behavior of voters and maintain reliability,
transparency of voting process and production of accurate
result [2], [11], [12], [13].

A. RELATED WORKS
In this section, some related e-voting schemes mainly
implementing blockchain technology are discussed along
with their security robustness and vulnerabilities.
In 2018, Casado-Vara and Corchado [2] recommended

a blockchain scheme to overcome the drawbacks of the
conventional digital voting system since it mainly consists
of the paper ballot or associated mechanical appliances
such as EVM ballot system. They have proposed a

digital voting system that is constructed using electronic
polling devices basically into two verities: I-voting and
E-voting. However, such a type of system faces various
limitations like high bandwidth requirements, inflexible
Internet and server connectivity, poor security, etc. [2].
In the same year, Kotsiuba et al. [5] proposed a decen-
tralized e-health service platform based on a private and
permission Exonum blockchain for storing and further
accessing real-time medical documentation. In the same year,
Yanovich et al. [6] proposed a fast consensus algorithm using
Exonum and byzantine fault-tolerant protocol depending
upon timestamp information. Hence, the transaction has no
specific Merkle-proof structure. However, both the schemes
mentioned in [5] and [6] suffer from vital security breaches
such as insider attack, impersonation attack, etc. due to the
lack of implementation of encryption/decryption mechanisms
and failure to preserve user anonymity.
In 2019, Anyshchenko et al. [7] proposed a crypto

token-based application using the Exonum blockchain. In
this scheme, the traditional binary serialization format is
utilized for communication between nodes of Exonum and
used Tendermint consensus algorithm to avoid the mining
process [7]. However, the Tendermint consensus algorithm
provides poor service as compared to PBFT [8].
In the year 2020, Dhulavvagol et al. proposed [9] a

digital e-voting system using the decentralized application
blockchain, smart contract (SC), fingerprint-oriented hashing
technique and Markle tree-based internal output generated
system to solve various issues such as – authenticity,
privacy, and confidentiality for the voters, voting information
integrity, etc. In the same year, Sadia et al. [10] proposed,
a biometric and blockchain-based e-voting scheme where
eligible voters are given a specific time to cast their votes
digitally after successful validation. Later, Waheed et al. [15]
enhanced the previous scheme [11] for an online e-voting
arrangement using an Android application with the help of a
unique key/one-time password. To maintain the security, both
128-bit AES encryption and SHA-256 hashing mechanisms
are utilized. However, any adversary still becomes able to
acquire the consensus mechanism of such a scheme. Roh
and Lee [12] developed an e-voting system using the PBFT
algorithm and private permission blockchain network. Due
to the use of a permission mechanism, this scheme preserves
confidentiality, security, and availability in access control.
However, it suffers from biased key management, improper
session management, and unprotected against DoS attack.
Jain et al. in 2021 [14], proposed a scheme “MATDAAN”

utilizing Ethereum blockchain technology to set up a secure
e-voting system since Ethereum is fast, reliable, open
source application, cost-effective, and achieves anonymity.
In this scheme, a unique QR code is generated as per
the credentials provided by the user utilizing a one-time
password. Unfortunately, this scheme [13], [14] suffers from
51% attack. In 2021, Waheed et al. [15] proposed a novel
ECC-based anonymous signcryption scheme for e-voting
applications where only legitimate voters communicate with
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the polling server to cast their votes as a signcryption
structure. Though this scheme mitigates the limitations of
unlinkability, forward secrecy, anonymity, and untraceability
properties compared to other recent schemes, still it faces
limitations of secure key distribution and implementations
in a decentralized architecture.
In 2022, Jumaa and Shakir [16] proposed a lightweight

elliptic curve cryptography(ECC) based e-voting scheme
using public blockchain to enhance security mechanisms in
Iraq by implementing biometric registration mechanism, QR
code, synchronized e-voting models, SHA-256 hashing, PoW
consensus, and efficient mining schemes with two or three
leading zeroes. However, this scheme is still unable to mitigate
51% attack, high energy consumption, and double voting
problems.
Recently, in 2023, Neloy et al. [17] proposed a U.S

based secure and transparent e-voting system using a state-
based blockchain scheme, reusable smart contract, Web
3.0, and AI-based multilayer authentication and verification
mechanism to mitigate ‘double voting’ and accelerated
voter turnouts. However, voter details are stored in an
SQL database, and state-based and wallet transactions are
stored in a blockchain database which increases the over-
heads, storage cost, and complexity of maintenance of this
scheme.
The above discussion about the previous related schemes

is briefly summarized into a tabular format in Table 1 for
easy understanding. The same reveals a need for an efficient,
lightweight, and robust e-voting scheme that can enable
remote users to cast their votes securely and anonymously.

B. MOTIVATION AND CONTRIBUTION OF THE
RESEARCH
From the above discussion in the literature review section,
it is concluded that each of the existing e-voting schemes is
either suffering from some security attacks or facing several
security issues regarding the key management and failing to
establish any secure e-voting transactions. On the other hand,
some of the existing schemes are not competent considering
communication and computation overheads.
The above-stated limitations motivate us to design a

novel signature-based e-voting scheme that incorporates
exonum blockchain using an ECC cryptosystem. The major
contributions of the proposed scheme are summarized below:

i The limitations mentioned above motivate us to design
an ECC-based novel e-voting application using a smart
contract and Exonum private blockchain scheme.

ii The proposed scheme uses a secure hybrid consensus
algorithm, a combination of both RAFT and PBFT
algorithms.

iii The scheme ensures the confidentiality and authenticity
of the votes using the zero-knowledge protocol, idemix
scheme, and anonymity mechanisms.

iv In this application, a lightweight e-voting scheme is
proposed using both ECC and one-way hash functions.

TABLE 1. Description of related schemes.

v This scheme considerably reduces communication and
computation overheads and enhances the security
strength using a private blockchain.

After analyzing all the previous e-voting schemes, it is
seen that all the previous schemes either suffer from security
defects or incur huge overheads. Key management, key
distribution, anonymity, and confidentiality preservation are
some other issues that must be achieved to execute secure
e-voting from remote places. Then only traditional voting
using EVM or other paper ballot voting can be replaced
with this smart, digital, and secure e-voting system. The
blockchain is one of the major one-stop solutions for all the
above issues and can provide a huge advantage to society.
This research work proposes a novel e-voting scheme using
the private Exonum blockchain and reusable smart contracts
to move towards an optimal solution to robust and secure
e-voting.

C. ORGANIZATION OF THE PAPER
The remaining part of this paper is organized as: Section II
illustrates a detailed discussion regarding preliminaries such
as brief functionality of Exonum blockchain technology and
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idemix technology for a better understanding of the scheme
whereas in Section III, different models and related security
frameworks are discussed. Section IV, describes the proposed
ECC-EXONUM-eVOTING scheme and its working proce-
dure in detail. In Sections V and VI, security analysis of
the proposed scheme using the Random Oracle Model and
simulation results using both AVISPA and Scyther simulation
tools are demonstrated, respectively. Section VII shows the
comparative discussion of the performance analysis of the
scheme concerning other existing e-voting schemes and
finally, Section VIII concludes this paper.

II. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, both the architecture as well as the func-
tionality of Exonum blockchain and idexmix technology are
illustrated.

A. ARCHITECTURE AND FUNCTIONALITY OF EXONUM
BLOCKCHAIN
Exonum blockchain is a type of private or consortium per-
mission blockchain [5], [6], [7], [12], [22]. The fundamental
features of this architecture are depicted in Figure 1 and
briefly described below.

a. It is an open-source application and contains full
nodes connected through a peer-to-peer network and
lightweight client [5], [6]. It communicates with peer
nodes through middleware and also maintains proper
consensus mechanisms.

b. Full nodes make a copy of all stored information
from the blockchain, construct a replica, and allocate
the replica to the distributed database for accessing
purposes [23].

c. The full nodes also maintain an authentication and data
privacy mechanism communicating with Blockchain
Storage DLT considering Exonum MerkleDB using the
public key.

d. Full nodes are divided into two additional peers -
validators and auditors. The validators create or append
new blocks in the blockchain using Byzantine Fault
Tolerant (BFT) whereas the auditor maintains the
consistency of the whole blockchain.

e. The functionality of Exonum generally depends on
the Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) and consists
of three different components: Service, Lightweight
client, and Middleware shown in Figure 1.

f. Service incorporates main business logic, transac-
tion rules, and service states. Clients are the main
initiators who perform various key management activ-
ities. Middleware application provides interoperability
between the service application and the lightweight
client.

B. IDEMIX (IDENTITY MIXTURE) TECHNOLOGY
Idemix is a technology that supports a cryptographic protocol
suite developed by IBM Switzerland to provide some
eminent features; which are – (i) unlinkability, which is a

FIGURE 1. Functional Model of Exonum Blockchain.

property that a single identity can launch several transactions
without disclosing the identity of the user, (ii) anonymity, it
is a privacy-preserving property by which the initiator of the
transaction can complete the transaction without revealing
the necessary details [18], [19], [22]. This technology is built
on an efficient Zero Knowledge protocol (ZPK) and blind
signature scheme [19].

C. COMMUNICATION MODEL
ECC-EXONUM-eVOTING adopts a communication model
to perform secure transactions among the lightweight decen-
tralized client application (Dapp), validator attached with
service interface and auditor. The communication model is
depicted in Figure 2. In the diagram, the solid lines indicate
that the communication is performed through an insecure
path and an invalid transaction mechanism.

a. Participating candidates: They are registered and valid
candidates in the e-voting process.

b. Participating voters: They are registered and valid
voters as per the voter list used in the e-voting process.

c. Validator with service instance: For the generation
of the new block, it validates each transaction and
includes them in the new block to be added to the
blockchain.

d. Auditor: It checks the consistency of the whole
blockchain used in the e-voting scheme and also
maintains an absolute copy of the whole blockchain.
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FIGURE 2. Communication model using Exonum.

D. BLOCKCHAIN AS A SERVICE (BAAS) MODEL
BaaS model provides a security restriction against the out-
sourcing of the related information for backend applications
by business clients or users who are generally authenticated
and authorized for access to the frontend application and
also provides remote updating, database and cloud server
storage management, hosting services, push notifications, etc.
for various mobile applications. Many reputed worldwide
organizations follow this model such as IBM BaaS model,
Microsoft Azure BaaS model, Amazon BaaS model Oracle
blockchain cloud hosting BaaS model, etc. However, in the
ECC-EXONUM-eVOTING scheme, the IBM BaaS model
is considered for providing security restrictions for backend
services [23].

E. THREAT MODEL
A situation is considered where several transactions
are carried out through an insecure channel that is
directed by a challenger A and the whole transactions
are compromised. In this situation, the de-facto standard
model - Dolav-Yao (DY) threat model [25] is considered
like other related authentication and key management
schemes [2], [5], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14].
Moreover, we have incorporated the recent security model,
i.e., Canetti and Krawczyk’s adversary model (CK adversary
model) [26] in ECC-EXONUM-eVOTING. If a situation
is considered where one of the session-specific random
credentials is compromised by A from any previous sessions,
the session key is eventually compromised. This is called a
session-specific random information attack.

III. PROPOSED SCHEME
In this scheme, a novel e-Voting protocol is proposed
using the service-oriented decentralized architecture of
Exonum private blockchain using a secure elliptic curve
cryptosystem, hybrid consensus algorithm (combining both
PBFT and RAFT), secure contributory public and session
keys generated by using ECDH operations and shared
public information among the participants using public
key certificates (CAcd, CAV and CAA) received from the

certificate authorities. A major part of the e-voting pro-
cess is maintained by the validator with Service instance
and among the other entities of Exonum - lightweight
client (Dapp), middleware, and auditors. ECC-EXONUM-
eVOTING is mainly designed for e-Voting application for
space-limited constraint devices using a lightweight client
application (Dapp) to validate and establish secure sessions
valid for small time duration (�T) used for transactions
among registered candidates, registered voters, validators,
and auditors. This scheme consists of four different phases -
i) the Candidate registration phase, ii) the Voter registration
phase, iii) the Voter authentication and vote casting phase,
and iv) the Blockchain creation and vote counting phase.
For an overall understanding of the functionalities of the
ECC-EXONUM-eVOTING scheme, different phases of the
system are described below and the notations used in this
protocol are exhibited in Table 2. Different figures of diverse
phases are expressed below where S → R : TM signifies
that the sender S forwards a TM (transaction message for
communication) to the receiver R.

A. CANDIDATE REGISTRATION PHASE
This phase is performed among the candidate, the validator,
and the auditor. The same is depicted in Figure 3.
Step 1: C→ V: EKcd (CIDi||Ci_Symbol || Ci_Mob ||

CAcd || T1).
In this phase, (shown in Figure 3 the participating candi-

dates have to be registered to the validator for participating
in the e-Voting process using ECC-based point multiplication
and hash operation. The following operations are performed
in this phase -i) Generate Qcd = qcd..P, and Kcd = qcd..QV
= qcd.qV..P ii) records the current time T1 for further com-
munication using contributory symmetric key Kcd among
the validator. The public key QV is pre-shared with the
candidate by the validator. Later, participating candidates
forward their encrypted registration messages - EKcd (CIDi||
Ci_Symbol || Ci_Mob || CAcd|| T1) along with the voting
symbols Ci_Symbol and CAcd of the candidate to validator.
Step 2: V→ A: EKVA(CIDi|| Ci_Symbol ||CAV ||T2).
In step 2, the validator also generates the symmetric key

Kcd using pre-shared public key Qcd by the participating
candidate and Kcd is calculated using ECDH based point
multiplication as Kcd = qcd..QV = qcd.qV..P. Later on,
the validator decrypts the message and gets the candidate’s
identity, public key certificate, and participating symbol,
along with the mobile number. Further, it validates the
current time stamp �T as well as CIDi received from
CAcd. Based on successful validation, validators calculate
KVA = qV.QA = qV..qA.P using the public key QA which is
pre-shared with the validator. Finally, validators encrypt the
message with generated public key EKVA(CIDi|| Ci_Symbol
|| CAV ||T2) and forwards it to the auditor.
Step 3: A→V: EKVA(CLi || CAA || T3).
In step 3, the auditor generates i) symmetric key KVA =

qA.QV = qA.qV..P using the pre-shared public key QV
of the validator, ii) decrypts the received message and
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TABLE 2. Description of individual notations.

acquires the candidate identity and participating symbol
CIDi, Ci_Symbol, CAA and T2, iii) records current time T3
and validates whether |T3 − T2|≤ �T, iv) validates QV
from received CAV and v) based on successful validation,
the auditor generates the list of participating valid candidate
CLi = (CIDi ⊕ Ci_Symbol) for further voting purpose and
forwards the same CLi to the auditor along with the current
time T3 as an encrypted format EKVA(CLi || CAA || T3).
Step 4: V →C: EKcd (CIDi || CDi_RCM).
In step 4, the validator decrypts the received message with

the contributory symmetric key KVA and obtains i) CLi ,
CAA and T3, ii) records current time T4 and validates whether
|T4 − T3|≤ � T , iii) validates QA from received CAA and iv)
forwards the registration confirmation message CDi_RCM
along with the identity of the candidate as an encrypted for-
mat EKcd (CIDi || CDi_RCM) to the participating candidate.

FIGURE 3. Candidate Registration Phase.

B. VOTER REGISTRATION PHASE
This phase is performed between the voter, the validator,
and the auditor. This phase is depicted in Figure 4.
Step 1: P →V: EKPV (HPV || RPV ||Fp || T5).
In this phase (shown in Figure 4), using both ECC-

based point multiplication and hash operation, participating
voters have to register themselves to the validator to
participate in the e-Voting process using i) QPV = qPV .P,
ii) KPV = qPV .QV = qPV .qV .P, (iii) RPV = rPV .qPV .QA
= rPV .qPV .qA.P and (iv) HPV = h (RPV || KPV ). Later,
the voter records the current time T5, communicate the
message EKPV (HPV || RPV ||Fp || T5) using contributory
symmetric key KPV to the validator in Step 1 where the
public keys QV and QA are shared previously with voter by
the validator and anonymity of the voter is preserved.

Step 2: V →A: EKVA(HPV || RPV ||Fp || V1|| CAV || T6).
In Step 2, the symmetric key KPV is also generated by the
validator using the public key QPV that is pre-shared with
validator. Further, KPV is calculated using ECDH based
point multiplication as KPV = qV .QPV = qV .qPV .P. Later
on, validator decrypts the message DKPV ( EKPV (HPV || RPV
||Fp ||T5)), obtains the anonymous identity HPV and random
generated value RPV of the respective voter, finger print Fp
along with current time T5 . Further, validator calculates i)
HPV = h (received RPV || calculated KPV ), (ii) validates
the HPV with received HPV , (iii) records current time T6,
(iv) validates the |T6 − T5|≤ �T and (v) compares HPV =
received HPV . Based on successful verification, validator
randomly selects two variables V1 and V2 for further
communication. Later, validator, encrypts the message with
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FIGURE 4. Voter Registration Phase.

generated public key EKVA(HPV || RPV ||Fp || V1|| CAV || T6)

and forwards the same to auditor for further communication.
Step 3: A →V: EKVA(H PV || VLi || V1|| CAA || T7). In

step 3, auditor decrypts the message received from auditor
with the symmetric key KVA generated based ECDH and gets
the anonymous identity HPV of participating voter, finger
print (Fp), public key certificate (CAV ), current time stamp
T6 and other secret information. Later, it validates (i) duration
of the time stamp �T , i.e., |T7 − T6|≤ �T , (ii) public key
certificate (CAV ) of the validator with the previously stored
information and (iii) based on successful validation, auditor
further generates voter list VLi = (H PV ⊕ Fp) and forwards
VLi to validator along with the current time T7, HPV , public
key certificate (CAA) of auditor and other secret information
as an encrypted format using KVA.
Step 4: V →P: EKPV (HPV || RV ||PVi_RCM).
In step 4, the validator decrypts the encrypted message

with the contributory symmetric key KVA and obtains the
information of (i) the specific voter from the anonymous
identity HPV , (ii) voter list VLi and (iii) public key
certificate (CAA). Later, the validator verifies the CAA and
time stamp duration to validate the authenticity of the auditor
and accordingly accepts as well as stores the voter list VLi or
rejects it. Further, validator generates the arbitrary random
value (i) RV = rV..qV .QA = rV..qV .qA..P and (ii) contributory

FIGURE 5. Voter Authentication and Vote Casting Phase.

session key SK= qV .rV .RPV = qV .rV..rPV .qPV..qA..P based
on ECDLP using private key components and secret random
values. Moreover, validator achieves the session key gener-
ation time (TSKV ) for further communication and generates
Registration Confirmation Message (PVi_RCM) of validator
and forwards the encrypted message EKPV (HPV || SK|| RV
||PVi_RCM) to participating voter.

After receiving the message from the validator, the
participating voter decrypts the message using KPV and
validates the anonymous identity HPV with received one and
generates the contributory session key SK= qPV rPV RV=qV.

rV. rPV. qPV..qA..P. Later, the voter stores the session key
generation time of the voter (TSKPV ) along with RV for
further login purposes.

C. VOTER AUTHENTICATION AND VOTE CASTING
PHASE
During this phase, only transactions are communicated
between participating voters and validators as shown in
Figure 5.
Step 1: P →V: ESK(TSi(HPV || RV || Fp|| TSKPV )).
In step 1, the voter forwards the voting authentication

message encrypted using SK that contains i) the anonymous
identity of the voter HPV , ii) arbitrary random message RV
generated by the validator, iii) biometric information Fp
of the voter and (iv) session key generation time of the
participating voter.
Step 2: V →P: ESK(TSi(CLi || CIDi ||V2|| TSKV )).
In this round, validator first decrypts the authentication

messages and obtains several components – i) HPV , ii) RV ,
(iii) Fp and (iv) TSKPV . Now, it records current time T9
and validates whether |T9 − TSKV |≤ �T , where �T is the
permissible period. Moreover, the validator also authenticates
the anonymous identity of the voter HPV and random
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messages RV are identical one or not. If the validation is
true then i) the validator computes the voter list with the
anonymous identity VLi = (H PV ⊕ Fp ) (ii) verifies it with
the previously stored one. Derived from successful validation
of VLi, the voter HPV is authenticated against VLi and
forwards the transaction ESK(TSi(CLi || CIDi ||V2|| TSKV ))
to the voter. The message contains (i) participated candidate
list CLi, ii) identities of the candidates CIDi to obtain the
vote casting symbol, and iii) session key generation time of
the validator.
Step 3: P →V: ESK (TSi (HPV ||CIDi || Ci_Symbol ||

Vi _Time|| V2)).
In step 3, voter first i) records the current voting time

Vi _Time, ii) verifies the validity of the session by | Vi_Time
–TSKV |≤ �T . Accordingly, the voter selects the suitable
candidate with symbol Ci_Symbol = (CLi ⊕ CIDi) and casts
his/her vote along with i) anonymous identity HPV , ii) the
suitable candidate’s identity CIDi, iii) symbol for vote casting
Ci_Symbol, iv) vote casting time Vi _Time and v) secret
variable V2 that is sent by the validator in Step 2 as a proof
for further authentication. Later, voter encrypts the voting
transaction message with SK and forwards the transaction
ESK (TSi (HPV || CIDi || Ci_Symbol || Vi _Time|| V2)) to
the validator. In this case, a variable count is initialized to
0 and enhanced next to 1 for each unsuccessful transaction
and permitted up to three different attempts otherwise the
communication is terminated. After receiving the voting
transaction, validator i) records the current time T9, ii)
validates the duration of the transaction, i.e., �T whether
|T9 − TSKPV |≤ �T iii) certifies the transaction based on
the validation of the variable V2 and stores the voting
information against anonymous identity HPV .

D. BLOCKCHAIN CREATION AND VOTE COUNTING
PHASE
In this phase, separate blocks are generated based on the
provided voting information received from the respective
voter containing the anonymous identity HPV along with
the candidate symbol and other information used for the
voting purpose. The phase is depicted in Figure 6. Later,
each block is appended to the blockchain based on the proper
validation mechanism. Finally, the voting results are counted
and displayed accordingly.
Step1: V → A: EKVA(TSi(Blk_Chni || Blk i _Time)).
In Step 1, block BLKi is generated by the validator using

the following information for vote casting transaction TSi
received from the anonymous voter HPV .
BLKi = (Ci_Symbol ⊕ CIDi ⊕ CAV ⊕ HPV ⊕ Fp) =

(Ci_Symbol ⊕ CIDi ⊕CAV ⊕ VLi) and Blk_Chni =
(Blk_Chni−1 ⊕ BLKi)
Later, validator appends the newly generated block BLKi

to the existing blockchain Blk_Chni that contains the voting
information of the anonymous voter HPV.

Further, validator records the generation time of the
blockchain Blki _Time and forwards the encrypted trans-
actional message of blockchain EKVA(TSi(Blk_Chni ||

FIGURE 6. Blockchain Creation and Vote Counting Phase.

Blk i _Time)) to auditor for validation and counting the e-
Voting result.
Step 2: A → V: EKVA(TSi(Rslti || WinCIDi ||Rslti _Date

|| Rslti _Time)).
In step 2, auditors decrypt the encrypted message to obtain

the blockchain Blk_Chni as well as blockchain creation
time Blki_Time and records the current time T12 to ensure
whether |T12 − Blk i _Time |≤ �T . Based on successful
validation, auditors extract the vote-casting symbol of the
voter Ci_Symbol = (BLKi ⊕ CAV ⊕ VLi) and compare the
symbol with the casted vote. Accordingly, get the details of
the casting vote against the anonymous voter HPV . Later,
the auditor counts the candidate wise CIDi voting result
Rslti, announces the voting result Rslti and wining can-
didate Win_CIDi. Finally, forwards the encrypted message
EKVA(TSi(Rslti || Win_CIDi || Rslti _Date|| Rslti _Time)) to
the validator.
In this scheme, we have considered a persistent storage

location using the concept of Exonum MerkleDB (as shown
in Figure 1 as Blockchain storage) that supports a merklized
structure (as shown in Figure 6) like a shared digital ledger
(DLT) that allows participants(Voters/Candidates) to record
transactions and share information securely, tamper-resistant
way in the distributed network but only has restricted access
permission for Validators and Auditors for data storage
and retrieval. Moreover, Auditors have access to verify
and recover the shared information communication with the
shared DLT.

IV. SECURITY ANALYSIS
This section mostly deals with the analysis of different
security features and ascertains the robustness of the ECC-
EXONUM-eVOTING system. To investigate the security
strength of the e-voting scheme, generally, two different
types of security analysis have been performed for any
scheme- I) formal security analysis with ROM (Random
Oracle Model) and II) informal security analysis. Both
AVISPA and Scyther simulation tools are used for establish-
ing our claim about the security robustness of the proposed
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scheme. This section demonstrates that the proposed scheme
is robust and secure against all possible security attacks with
the help of formal and informal security analysis.

A. FORMAL SECURITY ANALYSIS USING RANDOM
ORACLE MODEL
ROM was proposed by Phillip Rogaway, Bellare, and Mihir
in 1993 as a turning machine that works as a probabilistic
polynomial time (PPTTM) [27] and is utilized to test
the security-related limitations of various authentication
protocols where a game is played between the adversary
A and the challenger C. The working procedure of ROM
is also based on the Real-Or-Random (ROR) model, which
works on the security issues of session keys [28], [29].
An analysis is performed using ROM for two major phases

of ECC-EXONUM-eVOTING: i) voter authentication and
vote casting phase; and ii) blockchain creation and vote
counting phase. It consists of four participants: candidates,
participating voters, validators, and auditors.
The verification of semantic security of ECC-EXONUM-

eVOTING is described in Theorem 1 using the
Real-or-Random model, where it is presumed that the
adversary A runs an e-Voting transaction against the ECC-
EXONUM-eVOTING scheme at polynomial time tm to
rupture the semantic-related security and acquire the benefit
in the ROM model.
The advantage function of the adversary A is given in

Theorem 1 which proves that the advantage of the adversary
is less than the probability of breaking the security of the
scheme.
Theorem 1:

AdvrECC−Exonum−eVoting
ASKE(tm)

≤ q2
h

|Hash| + qsend
2r−1.|U| + 2.AdvtECC−Exonum−eVoting

ECDLP(tm)

A thorough description of the random oracle model and
the proof of the Theorem 1 is discussed in Appendix 1.
Additionally, the details of the proof of ROM for the ECC-
EXONUM-eVOTING scheme are described in detail in a
separate file Appendix under section Appendix1. According
to the final deduction in equation no. 11, it is concluded that
the theorem is proved, and correspondingly, it is concluded
that the advantage of the adversary in compromising the
proposed protocol in polynomial time is insignificant.

B. INFORMAL SECURITY ANALYSIS
This section demonstrates the informal security analysis of
the ECC-EXONUM-eVOTING scheme using arithmetical
practices with the consideration of a realistic hypothesis.
Man-in-the-Middle Attack Suppose a challenger A

is surreptitiously listening the e-Voting transaction, inter-
cepts the initial transactions those contain EKcd (CIDi||
Ci_Symbol || Ci_Mob || CAcd ||T1), EKVA(CIDi|| Ci_Symbol
|| CAV ||T2 ), EKVA(CLi || CAA || T3) and EKcd (CIDi ||
CDi_RCM) and intends to modify those transactions in such

FIGURE 7. Overall Procedure of the Proposed System.

a way that such transactions look as if approaching from a
legitimate participant but with the substituted values of CAcd,
CAV or CAA of the adversary. Though, each participating
entity computes the contributory symmetric keys, Kcd =
qcd..QV = qcd..qV .P and KVA = qV..QA = qV..qA.P
using ECDH scheme. Further, using the symmetric keys,
validator or participating voters computes HPV = h (RPV
|| KPV ), where RPV is calculated RPV = rPV . qPV .QA =
rPV . qPV..qA.. P and RV = rV.. qV.. QA = rV.. qV. qA..
P and validates the anonymous identity HPV, with the
obtained transaction. Based on the failed affirmation, such
transactional communication will be discarded. Furthermore,
if Ã attempts to amend the contents RPV or RV , s/he will not
be able to execute the same due to using point multiplication
using ECDLP that is inflexible to forge within polynomial
instances. Hence, the ECC-EXONUM-eVOTING scheme is
strong in the case of such an attack.
Denial of Service Attack (DoS) In the voter authentication

and vote casting phase of ECC-EXONUM-eVOTING, both
the voter and validator convey their transactional messages
within a precise time limit �T , and each voter is allowed
to authenticate himself within three different numbers of
attempts; otherwise, the participating voter will be immo-
bilized for a specific duration. In this regard, a variable
count is initialized with an initial value of 0 and increased
to 1 for every unsuccessful e-Voting transaction; otherwise,
the entity is not allowed to participate anymore in e-Voting
transactions for the specific session. Hence, Ã will be unable
to assemble the e-voting mechanism available. Thus ECC-
EXONUM-eVOTING manages the DoS attack
Distributed Denial of Service Attack (DDoS) It is also

a type of DoS attack, but numerous attackers or diverse
nodes are used to flood targeted resources. So, it has
occurred from multiple remote locations or peer nodes. In the
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voter authentication and vote-casting phases, each voter is
allowed to authenticate within three attempts; otherwise, the
participating voter will be deactivated for a specific duration.
On the other hand, session key generation times (TSKPV and
TSKV ) for both the voter and validator are also remain
operative for small time duration (� T only, and the whole
e-Voting process has to be completed within the specific
time. Moreover, for the authentication as a valid voter, every
adversary Ã has to provide the anonymous identity (HPV )
as well as random message (RV ) those are generated based
on robust ECDLP scheme and biometric information (Fp)
and all those information will be validated by the validator
with the pre-stored information. The whole authentication
transaction is encrypted by contributory session key SK =
qV..rV..rPV..qPV..qA..P that is generated on ECDH based
robust scheme, private keys and random values. Hence,
Ã will be unable to break SK because of the rigidity of
ECDLP and get the necessary information for authentication
purposes. So, this scheme handles DDoS attack.
51% and 34% Attacks In ECC-EXONUM-eVOTING,

participating candidates or voters have to be registered first
to gain access to the e-Voting scheme after successfully
satisfying the proper authentication mechanism. For the
candidate registration, several messages are communicated
between the candidate, validator, and auditor using contrib-
utory public keys: EKcd or EKVA those are generated using
the ECDH scheme and public key certificates generated
by certificate authorities based on PKI validation rule.
Later, validator generates a registration confirmation message
(CDi_RCM) for the valid candidate CIDi. On the other
hand, auditors also generate a valid candidate list CLi and
forward it to the validator for validation of the voting
outcomes. Alternatively, during voter registration, some
messages are also communicated between the voter, validator
and auditor using ECDH-based contributory public keys
EKPV and EKVA along with public key certificates, voter list
VLi and registration confirmation message (PVi_RCM) and
those are generated for valid anonymous voter HPV.. After
completion of registration process, a contributory session
key SK = qV..rV...rPV..qPV..qA..P is also generated using
private keys (qV.,qPV. and qA) and random values (rV. and
rPV.) in a ECDH based environment for communication
between the registered voter and validator using the session
based communication that is valid for � T only. So, several
authentication, authorization, validation, and robust ECDH-
based keys are generated for both the participating voter and
candidates to gain access in the ECC-EXONUM-eVOTING
application and preserve the accessibility of Merkle tree
and computing power of the 51% or 34% peer nodes from
malicious access [16], [20], [21], [37], [38], [40], [41]. So
it is capable of defending both 51% and 34% of attacks.
Double Voting Problems To prevent this attack, the

system must confirm that only one vote was cast by the
specific voter [14], [40]. Suppose a contender Ã assumes
to be a certified authority related to the e-voting system.
Further, Ã imitates the broadcasted transaction of a specific

voter, assembles the user voting credentials, and casts the
vote in the e-Voting system for the specific voter to get the
advantage of double voting for the specific voter. However,
in the ECC-EXONUM-eVOTING scheme, the anonymous
identity of voter HPV is maintained based on the idemix
technology where HPV is generated using ECDLP point
multiplication and one-way hash function. HPV = h (RPV
|| KPV ), where RPV = rPV..qPV..qA..P and KPV =qPV..qV..P.
In this case both the public keys QV and QA are shared
with voter by the validator. For the registration, voter
authentication, and vote-casting phases, the voter generally
uses anonymous identity HPV and biometric fingerprint
information Fp along with other secret credentials either for
registration or vote-casting. So, this scheme is capable of
defending against this attack.
Private Key Related Security Attack This attack deals

with mainly the confidential private key-related security
issues [37], [44] that are used to generate the public keys and
shared between the e-Voting participants. However, in the
ECC-EXONUM-eVOTING scheme, only public keys (Qcd,
QV QA and QPV ) are shared and those are generated ECDH
based point multiplication environment as Qcd = qcd..P, QV
= qV..P, QA = qA..P and QPV = qPV .P which is unfeasible
to conciliate because of the rigidity of ECDLP. Later, using
ECDH, symmetric contributory keys Kcd, KVA and KPV are
also generated and those are used for further communication
among the participants. Later, contributory session keys SK
=qV...rV...rPV. .qPV..qA...P are also generated using private
keys (qV.,qPV. and qA) and random values (rV. and rPV.)
in an ECDH based environment. Hence, ECC-EXONUM-
eVOTING is harmless in case of such an attack.
Insider Attack For authentication and vote-casting pur-

poses, several transactions are communicated between the
peers. In this scenario, if any one of the transactions
is achieved by Ã, still s/he is unable to state as an
authentic validator of the e-Voting system because most
of the transactions are communicated using shared public
keys (Qcd, QV QA and QPV ) those are generated using
ECDLP which is unfeasible to conciliate due to rigidity
of ECDLP. On the other hand, messages also contain
anonymous identity of voter HPV that is generated using
ECDLP, public key certificates (CAcd, CAA, CAV ) generated
by the certificate authority based on proper PKI validation
rule and time stamp validation in every step. Additionally,
contributory session keys are also used and computed as
SK= qV...rV...rPV..qPV..qA...P using private keys (qV.,qPV.

and qA) and random values (rV. and rPV.) in an ECDH based
environment. So, it is unfeasible in favor of Ã to guess
SK due to the rigidity of ECDH. Therefore, this proposed
scheme is harmless in case of insider attack.
Transaction Privacy Linkage Attack Blockchain tech-

nology uses transactional communication among the
participating entities. So, security mechanisms or models
must be followed to perform secure transactions [42]
and avoid the chance of attacks on e-voting applications.
Generally, various security mechanisms are considered
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nowadays, for secure transactions like zero-knowledge
property, homomorphic cryptosystem, crypto note, etc.
are used [43] for e-Voting purposes. However, for
performing secure transactions for the ECC-EXONUM-
eVOTING scheme, we have incorporated private blockchain,
idemix technology, zero-knowledge property, blind signature
scheme, and anonymous identity of voter HPV. On the other
hand, every transaction is encrypted with either contributory
symmetric keys Kcd and KPV or SK. However, SK is also
generated using private keys (qV.,qPV. and qA) and random
values (rV. and rPV.) in an ECDH based environment. Hence,
ECC-EXONUM-eVOTING is harmless in case of transaction
privacy linkage attack.
Liveness Attack In the ECC-EXONUM-eVOTING

scheme, this type of attack is prevented using ECDH-
based operation, symmetric contributory keys (Kcd, KVA,

KPV ) and session keys SK those are generated and used for
further transactional communication among the participants
along with public key certificates (CAcd, CAA,CAV ) those
are generated maintaining proper PKI validation rule. After
completion of candidate registration, a registration confir-
mation message EKcd (CIDi || CDi_RCM) is forwarded to
the candidate and for voter registration, a voter registration
confirmation message EKPV (HPV || SK|| RV ||PVi_RCM) is
also conveyed by the validator to voter and in every step, the
time stamp �T is also validated within which all transactions
are required to be completed. On the other hand, session key
generation and validation times (TSKV , TSKPV and �T) are
also maintained to restrict the liveness attack. Alternatively,
in the voter authentication and vote-casting phase, a variable
count is initiated to 0 and incremented for each unsuccessful
transaction, and beyond the three unsuccessful transactions,
the communication is terminated. So, all the transactions
along with necessary delay procedures are restricted by the
validator [37], [44]. Hence, ECC-EXONUM-eVOTING is
harmless in case of a liveness attack.
DAO Attack In ECC-EXONUM-eVOTING, the commu-

nication path is maintained by validators or auditors and
in every step, a transaction is communicated using both
ECDH-based operation, symmetric contributory keys (Kcd,
KVA, KPV ) and session key SK those are generated and
further used for communication among the participating
entities along with public key certificates (CAcd, CAA,CAV ).
On the other hand, both private blockchain and hybrid
consensus algorithm (RAFT and PBFT) are the most efficient
mechanisms used to control forwarding those transactions
to the root or any specific node by malicious nodes [37],
[39], [44]. Hence, ECC-EXONUM-eVOTING restricts the
occurrence of DAO attack.
Sybil Attack In ECC-EXONUM-eVOTING, blocks

(BLKi) are generated and maintained by validators only
and further generate the blockchain after completion of
proper validation procedures. Each block is generated using
the anonymous identity HPV and fingerprint (Fp) of the
registered voter, public key certificate of the validator CAV ,
identity CIDi and participating symbol Ci_Symbol of the

registered candidate participating in the e-Voting process.
So, the identity of the validator is also authenticated [37],
[40]. Further the recently generated BLKi is appended to the
existing blockchain and generates the whole blockchain by
the validator only and forwards the entire blockchain to the
auditor for validation purposes. The auditor validates each
block of the blockchain and the identity of the validator
using the public key certificate CAV . So, all the entities
are authenticated and authorized in the e-voting process. On
the other hand, if Ã change the Blk i _Time′ and forwards
the transaction TSi(Blk_Chni || Blk i _Time′) to auditor.
However, at the time of validation, auditor will track the
time stamp duration with current time |T12 − Blk i _Time′
|≤ �T and it will differs. So, this scheme is capable of
defending against this attack.
Eclipse Attack In ECC-EXONUM-eVOTING, the

attacker Ã is not able to acquire the control of a par-
ticipating node or entity in the e-Voting transactions
to generate the unnecessary computing power for the
blockchain network [37], [44]. However, for protecting
various transactional communications of ECC-EXONUM-
eVOTING scheme, private blockchain, idemix technology,
zero-knowledge property, blind signature scheme and anony-
mous identity of voter HPV are utilized. On the other hand,
every transaction is encrypted with either ECDH-based
contributory symmetric keys Kcd , KPV or contributory
session key SK. The session key is also generated based
on private keys (qV.,qPV. and qA) and random values (rV.

and rPV.) in an ECDH based environment. Hence, ECC-
EXONUM-eVOTING is harmless in case of an Eclipse
attack.
Phising Attack In the ECC-EXONUM-eVOTING

scheme, voters afford their relevant documentation to the
validator guessing that the validator is dependable [44]. But
after acquiring some influential credentials, any insider or
the validator can perform as a challenger Ã. In this scenario,
if all the sensitive information like HPV, RV and Fp are
acquired by Ã, still s/he is incapable to endorse like a
legitimate participant. Since HPV or RV is computed and
further verified with the validator. Afterwards, contributory
session keys SK= qV...rV...rPV..qPV..qA...P is also generated
based on private keys (qV.,qPV. and qA) and random values
(rV. and rPV.) in an ECDH based environment. Hence, ECC-
EXONUM-eVOTING is harmless for phishing attack.
Replay Attack In voter authentication and vote casting

phase of ECC-EXONUM-eVOTING scheme, the transaction
ESK(TSi(HPV || RV || Fp|| TSKPV )) is corresponded to
validator by the registered voter. If Ã obtains the transaction,
tries to reply it to the validator just altering the identity
of HPV to HxPV and transmits the transaction that contains
ESK(TSi(HxPV || RV || Fp|| TSKPV )). After obtaining the
transaction, validator compares pre-computed HPV with the
received HxPV , which will not be same as the received
HxPV and each of the components of HPV , RPV and KPV
is computed using ECDH scheme. Hence, the session will
be deactivated. However, it will work out the validation of
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the time stamp difference with current time |T9 − TSKPV |≤
�T that will not be similar to the presumed �T . Therefore
the validator concludes the session. Hence, it is very much
capable of defending against such attack.
Impersonation Attack At the time of communication, a

contender Ã may intercept the registration-related communi-
cation messages) and tries to amend those messages in such
a way that it appears as if coming from a valid participant but
with the substituted values either for public key certificates
CAxcd, CA

x
V and CAxA or the replaced timestamp values

Tx1, Tx2 or Tx3 by Ã. However, either the public key
certificates or the timestamps are validated by the validators
or auditors at every step of the scheme. On the other hand,
after receiving communication messages, each participant
computes the contributory symmetric keys Kcd = qcd...qV..P
and KVA = qV...qA..P using ECDH. Further, using the
symmetric keys, both the validator or participating voters
computes the anonymous identity HPV = h (RPV || KPV ),
where RPV is calculated as RPV rPV..qPV..qA .P and validates
HPV with the received transactions. On the other hand, KPV
is computed by the voter as KPV = qPV..QV or by the
validator as KPV = qV..QPV using ECDH. Furthermore,
any amendment like KPV as KxPV or RPV as RxPV is
performed by Ã for the computation of HPV, and based on the
unsuccessful validation, the transactions will be terminated.
Hence, ECC-EXONUM-eVOTING is competent to resist this
attack.
Known Session Specific Temporary Attack To control

the incidence of such attack for ECC-EXONUM-eVOTING,
a contributory session key SK = qV...rV...rPV..qPV..qA...P is
used for communication between validator and participating
voter at the time of voter authentication and vote casting
phase. This key is generated based on private keys (qV.,qPV.

and qA) and random values (rV. and rPV.) in an ECDH based
environment. Hence, the ECC-EXONUM-eVOTING scheme
is exempt from known session-specific temporary attack.
Session Key Computation Attack To swap over the

information among the valid participants in the e-Voting
process and accomplish the e-Voting related information
securely, ECC-EXONUM-eVOTING is represented in a
manner that it pursues a top-secret contributory session SK
=qV...rV...rPV..qPV..qA...P. Due to hardness of ECDH, this
scheme is suggested for session key computation and ECC-
EXONUM-eVOTING is very much defended and rigid to
reconciliation. Alternatively, using three private keys (from
voter, validator and auditor) and two random numbers (from
both the voter and validator), session key SK is computed.
So, the contender Ã is unable to negotiate the inflexible
key in polynomial time although any one of the secret
components is uncovered to Ã. Hence, ECC-EXONUM-
eVOTING is very much feasible to put off the session key
for such an attack.
Efficient Mutual Authentication A shared verification

approach among candidates, voters, validators, and audi-
tors has been proposed for the ECC-EXONUM-eVOTING
scheme based on secret proposals mutually contributed

among them. For candidate registration process, a registra-
tion request is forwarded and encrypted as a transaction
EKcd (CIDi|| Ci_Symbol || Ci_Mob || CAcd ||T1) to validator.
Based on the received transactions, validator further forwards
the same to the auditor. Later, auditor generates a valid
candidate list CLi and conveys to the validator as an
encrypted transaction EKVA(CLi || CAA || T3). Later, the
validator forwards a registration confirmation message to
the valid candidate EKcd (CIDi || CDi_RCM) in an encrypted
format. Using the same procedure, participating voter also
transmits his/her registration request with anonymous iden-
tity HPV and fingerprint (Fp) to validator that is further
forwarded to auditor with additional inclusion of CAV
and successively auditor forwards a valid voter list VLi
along with CAA to validator. After receiving this transaction,
the validator further transmits a registration confirmation
message to the valid voter and completes the registration.
Using a proper validation methodology, a secure transaction
is performed between the voter and auditor in addition
to a contributory session key SK for authentication and
secure voting purposes. Further, based on the received votes
of the anonymous voter, a blockchain is generated and
forwarded to the auditor for counting and announcement of
results. Hence, from the aforesaid communications, secure
and mutual transactional communication is performed among
the participants.
Non-repudiation Using non-repudiation, a sender or any

participants may oppose driving a transaction to the recipient.
But in the ECC-EXONUM-eVOTING scheme, the candidate
forwards their registration request as an encrypted transaction
using EKcd to the validator that contains the candidate’s
identity and public key certificate of the candidate. Further,
the transaction is forwarded by the validator to the auditor
with the additional inclusion of a public key certificate
of the validator CAV as encrypted format using EKVA . On
the other hand, auditor also generates a valid candidate
list CLi and sends the encrypted message to validator
EKVA(CLi || CAA || T3) together with public key certificate of
validator CAA. Using similar registration procedure, voters
also send their registration request EKPV (HPV || RPV ||FFp
|| T5) to validator along with anonymous identity HPV
and biometric fingerprint Fp information. So, participation
by each peer in the e-voting process, cannot be denied
regarding the performing of e-voting transactions by relevant
participants due to proper authentication and validation
mechanisms maintained using their identities. Hence, this
scheme encompasses non-repudiation.
Perfect Forward Secrecy In ECC-EXONUM-eVOTING,

if symmetric contributory keys Kcd or KPV or contributory
session key SK are exposed to any adversary, still s/he cannot
compromise the whole e-voting process. The session key
is also generated based on private keys (qV.,qPV. and qA)
as well as random values (rV. and rPV.) and contributory
symmetric keys are also generated using confidential private
keys. Hence, ECC-EXONUM-eVOTING defends against the
effects of perfect forward secrecy.
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Untraceability A condition is considered where an
antagonist Ã can infer several transactions those enclose
EKPV (HPV || RPV ||Fp || T5), EKVA(HPV || RPV ||Fp || V1||
CAV || T6) and EKVA(HPV || VLi || V1|| CAA || T7) in a
vulnerable channel. As those communications are encrypted
by the contributory symmetric keys EKPV and EKVA generated
by means of ECDH, so it is impossible by Ã to decrypt
those communications. Alternatively, if the adversary Ã
somehow estimates the random message (RPV ), still s/he
cannot get the anonymous identity of the voter HPV that
is computed using ECDH. Moreover, in any situation, Ã
somehow acquires the information details of KPV , still s/he
cannot be able to estimate the identity of the voter due
to use of hashed information that is irreversible. Therefore,
it is not possible to break the security due utilization of
the pre-image resistance property of the hash function.
Moreover, from those transactions ESK(TSi(HPV || RV ||
Fp|| TSKPV )) and ESK(TSi(CLi || CIDi ||V2|| TSKV )), if Ã
desires to deduce the identity and participating symbols of a
candidate, still the adversary has to compute the contributory
session key SK to decrypt those transactions. However, SK
is also generated based on private keys (qV.,qPV. and qA)
and random values (rV. and rPV.). So, due use of ECDH, it
is impossible to crack the key due to its robustness. Hence,
ECC-EXONUM-eVOTING restricts such property.
Unlinkability Using the voter authentication and vote

casting phase, voter forwards an encrypted transaction to
validator exploiting the transaction ESK(TSi(HPV || RV || Fp||
TSKPV )) Suppose, the voter forwards the same to validator
using two transactions- ESK(TSi(Hx

PV || RxV ||FxP||T
x
SKPV

)) in
session x and ESK(TSi(H

y
PV || RyV ||FyP||T

y
SKPV

)) in session
y. However, in this case, the voter exercises two dissimilar
assessments of the anonymous identity and random messages
RV of the voter HPV in e-Voting process, Hx

PV and RxV in
session x as well as Hy

PV and RyV in session y. But based
on the birth day attack, likelihood of the two transactions
ESK(TSi(Hx

PV || RxV ||FxP||T
x
SKPV

)) = ESK(TSi(H
y
PV || RyV

||FyP||T
y
SKPV

)) is insignificant as Hx
PV �= Hy

PV, R
x
V �= RyV

and TxSKPV �= TySKPV . Likewise, validator also forwards
two unlike transactions ESK(TSi(CLxi || CID

x
i ||V

x
2 ||T

x
SKV

)) and
ESK(TSi(CL

y
i || CID

y
i ||V

y
2 || TySKV )) to voter in two diverse

sessions, in session x and y correspondingly and also holds
an irrelevant possibility regarding both the transactions are
equivalent. Hence, ECC-EXONUM-eVOTING restricts such
property.
Information Leakage A can interpret the transactions

as discussed in initiation protocol those are exchanged
in an insecure channel. However, all those transactions
are encrypted using symmetric keys EKcd , EKPV and
EKVA generated using ECDH. Most of those transactions
used random values (RPV , RV) and created using ECDH.
So, an attacker cannot gather sensitive information from
those transactions. On the other hand, contributory session
keys SK are used for communication between validator
and participating voter for several e-Voting transactions

FIGURE 8. Result of AVISPA Simulation for Cl-AtSe Backend.

and generated based on private keys (qV.,qPV. and qA)
and random values (rV. and rPV.) in an ECDH based
circumstances. So it is unfeasible to evaluate due to the
robustness of ECDH.
The above subsections, and security of the proposed ECC-

EXONUM-eVOTING protocol are formally and informally
analyzed. The formal analysis shows that the advantage of
breaking the semantic security of this scheme in polyno-
mial time is negligible. Additionally, the informal security
analysis using a mathematical model demonstrates that the
scheme resists all the known security threats.

V. SIMULATION OF ECC-EXONUM-EVOTING
In this section, two different well-known simulation tools are
used – i) AVISPA (Automated Verification Internet Security
Protocol and Applications) and ii) Scyther. Both simulation
tools are utilized for formal security verification of ECC-
EXONUM-eVOTING to establish that the proposed protocol
is safe against cryptographic attacks.

A. SIMULATION RESULT ANALYSIS USING AVISPA
The simulation result of AVISPA simulation shown in
Figures 8 and 9 under OFMC and Cl-AtSe backend is
given in generates the output as ‘SAFE’ that denotes that
all the roles are verified successfully and the protocol is
well protected against all recent potential security threats
and preserves necessary security goals according to AVISPA
simulator. A detailed description of all the roles is given in
appendix 2.

B. SIMULATION RESULT ANALYSIS USING SCYTHER
To display the result in ‘Result window’, using Scyther tool,
it generates the outcomes either in ‘Ok’ or ‘Fail’ [35], [36].
In our Syther simulation, the result window displays the
output as “Ok” which denotes that the roles are verified
successfully and resist all the active and passive attacks as
depicted in Figure 10. A detailed description of Scyther is
given in Appendix 2.

From the above discussion, it is concluded that the ECC-
EXONUM-eVOTING protocol is well protected in e-voting
applications.
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FIGURE 9. Result of AVISPA Simulation for OFMC Backend.

FIGURE 10. Result of Scyther simulation for description file (.spdl).

VI. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED
SCHEME
Based on numerous earliest metrics like communication
overhead, computation overhead, number of communicated
messages for different transactions in e-Voting, security
strength, and storage overhead are the on the whole
appearance of ECC-EXONUM-eVOTING. Those metrics are
further verified within this segment using two different back-
ground working systems for diverse platforms- i) Intel Core
i-3- 5015U CPU, 4.00 GB of RAM, 2.10 GHz processor
and Windows 10 and 64-bit operating system and ii) Intel
Pentium Dual CPU E2200, 2048 MB of RAM, 2.20 GHz
processor and Ubuntu 17.04.1 LTS 32 bit operating system
to execute the protocol. On the other hand, for the successful
installation of Scyther V1.1.3 version and proper functioning,
some more additional software is required to be installed-
Python 2.7.18 (64 bit), wxPython 2.8.12.1 for Python
2.7 and Graphviz. ECC-EXONUM-eVOTING is a novel
scheme as still there is no existing work on ECC-based e-
Voting applications using Exonum private blockchain. So,
the whole voting process of ECC-EXONUM-eVOTING is
compared with two recently proposed similar schemes -
Waheed et al. [15] and Zaghloul et al. [24] scheme to evaluate
the performance.

TABLE 3. Comparison of security robustness.

The computations of different cryptographic operations
are TECPM = 2.226 ms, TE/D(S) = 3.85 ms, Th =
0.0046 ms, TECPA = 0.0288 ms, TEMod = 3.85 ms and
THMAC = 0.0046 ms where i) timing notation used for
cryptographic hash operation-Th, ii) timing notation used
for encryption/decryption with symmetric key-TE/D(S), iii)
timing notation used for elliptic curve point multiplication-
TECPM , iv) timing notation used for elliptic curve point
addition-TECPA, v) timing notation used for modular expo-
nential operation- TEMod and vi) timing notation used related
to Fuzzy extractor operation for biometric information-TF .

Among different participants of e-voting system, the
communication overhead depends on the total number of bits
transmitted during the exchange of information among the
entities considering the number of transactions communi-
cated and the network blockage that situation of the e-voting
process. In ECC-EXONUM-eVOTING, different entities
are taken in consideration like number of bits required
for transaction such as time stamps (TSKV , TSKPV , T9,

T10, Vi _Time,Blki _Time, T12, Rslti _Time) are extorted as
32 bits, identities of the participating entities (CIDi and HPVi)
are regarded as 64 bits, contributory symmetric or session
keys (KVA, KPV and SK) are considered as 160 bits, different
random messages or values (RV and RPV ) are taken as 128
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TABLE 4. Comparison of computation overhead.

TABLE 5. Comparison of communication overhead.

bits [30], [45], [46] and Pseudo Random Number Generators
(PRNG) are considered as 128 bits [19]. The comparison
of computation overheads, communication overheads, and
security features with other related schemes are demonstrated
in Table 4, Table 5, and Table 3 respectively.

VII. CONCLUSION
A novel ECC-based secure e-Voting protocol is proposed
using Exonum private permission blockchain, hybrid con-
sensus mechanism (PBFT and RAFT), idemix technology,
zero-knowledge property, and blind signature scheme for
secure voting transactions among different participants.
In the ECC-EXONUM-eVOTING scheme, anonymous
identity is utilized for the participating voters to pre-
serve the confidentiality and integrity of the votes.
The proposed scheme also follows the Exonum private
blockchain applications where lightweight decentralized
communication is established using Dapp. To validate
the robustness, ECC-EXONUM-eVOTING is evaluated
using mathematical models against significant cryptographic
attacks. Additionally, using well-recognized AVISPA as
well as Scyther simulation tools and the Random Oracle
Model, the proposed scheme is formally assessed and
found well secure. The performance analysis demonstrates
that ECC-EXONUM-eVOTING is efficient for lightweight
decentralized applications for private blockchain in terms of
computation and communication overheads. Moreover, our
scheme also works on a novel e-voting scheme.
In the future, we will consider and implement an advanced

scheme using a verifiable data registry mechanism basically
on the Hyperledger platform to reduce the distribution and
maintenance overheads of certificates and generation, as
well as maintenance of dynamic digital identities for each
participant and verifier for anonymity and tracking purposes,
and secure communication with DLT.
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